Houghton Mifflin Spelling and Vocabulary
Grade 4: Unit 11

Directions: Complete the crossword by filling in a word that fits each clue.

Across
1. equal in value to
4. to harm with heat
5. eager to know more
7. not mixed with other substances
9. coming before all others
12. labor
14. a dozen plus one
16. complete
17. opposite of late
20. to write down or copy for later use
24. a hurricane, for example
25. part
26. a series of lessons
27. seek
28. happening now

Down
2. the desire to drink
3. heal
6. baseball, for example
8. damaged from long use
9. from another country
10. opposite of clean
11. to gain knowledge
12. universe
13. painful
15. March is the ___ month of the year.
18. to come back
19. opposite of better
21. sincere in one's effort
22. Insults ___ people's feelings.
23. a sheet of wood